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For the past four years I have been a representative
for the Pirate Party in Kópavogur local council. These
years have been very successful for the party as a
whole, especially in its pushing for many positive
changes for our town.
Throughout this term I have emphasised: meaningful
dialogue with the residents of Kópavogur;
transparency in the administration; made climate
change concerns the forefront of all our decisions;
and guarding human rights and personal data
security.
The biggest challenge for the coming years is the
issue of climate change - and city-planning and public
transport play a big part in solving this problem. I will
work ambitiously towards Kópavogur becoming the
leading town in the area of this particular policy.
With your support I would like to make Kópavogur
more fun and accessible for all of us!

Hello Kópavogur!

Sigurbjörg Erla



Let’s meet the demand for kindergarten admissions from the end
of parental leave, and offer supportive payments (Ice.
heimgreiðslur) to parents/caregivers who stay at home while
waiting for admission. 6 hours of kindergarten per day, free of
charge!

We want robust citizens’ councils and increased meaningful
dialogue with citizens, as well as founding the office of the
Citizens’ Ombudsman (Ice. Umboðsmaður bæjarbúa) to assist the
public with legal advice regarding the administrative system.

The Pirate Party’s diverse urban planning and local services:
Together, let's strengthen our infrastructure for ecological public
transport and increase the number of traffic calming zones in
residential areas.

Let’s strengthen the democratic
participation of citizens

Humanitarian and eco-friendly
city planning

Appropriate care for young
children

All decision-making should be taken with the goals of
environmental and climate change policy in mind.

Let’s guarantee equality between
generations



A diverse and modern Kópavogur xP
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Let’s guarantee human rights with improved
opportunities and equality for all. Let’s go all in with
harm reduction.

Let’s work against multicomponent discrimination,
violence, marginalisation, isolation and loneliness.

Let’s care for the needs of animals and their owners,
and offer secure areas for the free play of dogs in all
neighbourhoods.

Let’s protect the rights, voices and well-being of
children, and guarantee that the diversity of children is
nurtured.

Let’s guarantee universal design and accessibility
throughout the town’s services - because rights cannot
be hidden behind accessibility-hindrances.

Let’s build a more close-knit community, support the
circular economy and have the climate change issue in
the forefront.

The Pirate Party’s platform
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